Minutes of Meeting

Project

MeetMe

Responsible
Attended by
Danijel Sokac
Francesco Giarola
Milica Jovanovic
Mehdi Kaabi
Carolina Casali
Armindo Barbosa
Joao Nadais

Date

Start-end
20:30 - 21:30
time
Location Zagreb; Milano/
Skype call
/type

JustMeet
Location
FER
POLIMI
POLIMI
POLIMI
FER
FER
FER

19.11.2015

Remarks
Skype call from PC - Zagreb
Skype call from PC - Milano
Skype call from PC - Milano
Skype call from PC - Milano
Skype call from PC - Zagreb
Skype call from PC - Zagreb
Skype call from PC - Zagreb

AGENDA:
-

Review of the tasks done in previous sprint
Next sprint (overview,duration, tasks,.. )
Creation of database
Coding

1. First Sprint – Review
CONCLUSION: - The first sprint ended on 19/11. Team have completed all tasks in Asana.
- In the next sprints documents made will be modified and updated.
- FER students have coded UserStory1 : “As a visitor I want to be able to register to
the system”.
POLIMI students have coded UserStory2 : “As an user I want to be able to login
at the application with my account”.

2. Project – Database
PROBLEM: Polimi side has problems with connecting to postgre DB through localhost

CONCLUSION: VM with postgre admin will solve this issue, every memeber will have a local DB for
testing the code
ACTION: Joao will configure the VM and push it on git repo

3. Second Sprint - Overview
ACTION: Team have discussed about possible tasks for next sprint,, chosen tasks to cover by priority
of tasks and decided how to divided them
ACTION: Danijel will assign Tasks of 2nd sprint in Asana to team members
ACTION: Polimi side will make Logout, scheduling a meeting, inviting people to join the event..
ACTION: Fer side will make change profile settings user story, apply template to our application...
CONCLUSION: The next sprint will start 20/11 and will finished 3/12. In the first week the team will
take care of the basic functionalities. In the second week the team will work on additional features.
Alpha prototype will be completed before the end of second sprint,1/12.

4. Project - Coding
ACTION: FER students
- UserStory5: “ As an user I want to change settings”,
- UserStory7 : “As an user I want to invite my friends to use the application
ACTION: POLIMI students
- UserStory4.0 : “Schedule event basic form”
- UserStory4.1: “As an user I want to choose attendants in the meeting or event”
- UserStory4.2: “As an user I want to be able to receive meeting notifications”
CONCLUSION: The team will continue to code next user stories, they will be finished by Thursday
26/11. Each team will be responsible to complete the user story.

5. Project
ACTION: Armindo will apply template design by 22/11
ACTION: Francesco will finish mock-ups
ACTION: Carolina will populate database with test data by 23/11
CONCLUSION: The team continues to work on different parts of the project

6. Project - Decisions about login and access to data
QUESTION: Mehdi asks about what is the best option between:
- login + asking for permission to access the data in the
user’s calendar
- two logins
CONCLUSION: User will login and he will receive a request from the application to access at his
calendar data

7. Project – Token
CONCLUSION: The team have decided that application won't have sign in with Google. When user
is adding his google calander then application will pick up token. After token expires application will
get it again

